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Cross-polarized wave generation in the UV region
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We demonstrate experimentally the generation of cross-polarized femtosecond pulses in BaF2 crystal in the
UV region. We show that unsaturated cross-polarized wave generation in the UV is six times more efficient
than in the visible region, and we deduce the corresponding wavelength dispersion of the third-order
nonlinearity. © 2008 Optical Society of America
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Cross-polarized wave (XPW) generation is now recog-
nized as a reliable nonlinear optical tool for increas-
ing the temporal contrast of near-IR femtosecond
pulses up to 11 orders of magnitude [1,2]. A high tem-
poral contrast is crucial for avoiding any preplasma
formation during the interaction of ultra-
intense femtosecond laser radiation with solid tar-
gets [3,4].

XPW generation is a four-wave mixing process gov-
erned by the anisotropy of the real part of the third-
order susceptibility tensor of the nonlinear medium.
This process is automatically phase matched and has
proved to be efficient and robust in the IR [5] and vis-
ible [6] spectral ranges. Femtosecond excimer laser
amplifiers are being developed as ultraintense femto-
second UV laser sources that could be advantageous
in many applications (material processing, biomedi-
cine, laser fusion, etc.). Contrast improvement of
such sources is of importance, since amplified spon-
taneous emission in the UV is directly absorbed dur-
ing laser–matter interaction. Avoiding preplasma for-
mation in the UV region is therefore even more
critical than in the IR. In this respect efficient XPW
generation schemes in the UV are needed.

Another motivation for extending XPW generation
to shorter wavelengths is for the purposes of measur-
ing UV pulse durations. XPW complies with the re-
quirements of an appropriate UV pulse diagnostic: it
is efficient, achromatic, and intrinsically phase
matched, and it generates a measurable signal wave-
length (identical to the input one) easily discrimi-
nated from the input wavelength through its polar-
ization. By this rationale, XPW should be compared
with several other methods used to measure the tem-
poral profile or contrast of UV pulses (two-photon ex-
cited fluorescence in alkali-earth fluoride crystals
[7,8], self-diffraction, or cross-phase modulation).
Succesful demonstration of XPW frequency-resolved
optical grating at 400 nm is reported in [9].

In this Letter, we present what we believe to be the
first systematic experimental investigation of the
XPW process in the near-UV region. From the mea-
surements we can estimate the dispersion of the ��3�
tensor in BaF2.
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The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The
driving source is a frequency-doubled colliding-pulse
mode-locked dye laser in a 3 mm type I KDP crystal
(�=310 nm after the doubling, ��100 fs, repetition
rate 10 Hz). The pulses are focused �f=300 mm� into
a 2 mm z-cut BaF2 crystal (m3m point group) placed
between crossed polarizers. BaF2 has no linear opti-
cal activity nor birefringence. It is highly transparent
in the UV, as it presents a cutoff at 135 nm, so even
losses due to two-photon absorption are small. For
comparison, measurements are also performed at the
fundamental laser wavelength �=620 nm by remov-
ing the KDP doubling crystal and UV filter and using
a focal length of 450 mm.

To accurately quantify the increase in efficiency of
XPW in the UV, we measured the XPW intensity as a
function of input intensity and crystal orientation in
both the UV and the visible regions. This approach
yields two independent ways to measure the increase
in efficiency, which can then be compared with a the-
oretical model.

XPW generation efficiency measurements as a
function of input intensity and wavelength are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. To estimate the input intensity for
each of the measurements, the spot sizes of the input
beams [UV and VIS (visible)] were carefully mea-
sured. The ratio of the spot areas (VIS/UV) was found
to be 2.17. Furthermore, pulse durations are identi-
cal for both wavelengths owing to second-harmonic
generation (SHG) experimental conditions. The KDP
crystal thickness is such that temporal walkoff
causes narrowing of the spectrum that counteracts
the �2 broadening owing to the SHG process.

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the XPW experiment in
UV region. BaF2 is a z-cut sample. � is the angle between
the x axis of the crystal and polarization plane of the input

beam.
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The slope of XPW efficiency versus input pulse in-
tensity follows a quadratic law, as expected from any
cubic nonlinear process. For a given input intensity,
XPW efficiency is six times higher in UV region when
the nonlinear process is unsaturated. As seen from
Fig. 2 the maximum achievable efficiency in UV is
approximately the same as in the visible. Also, as the
nonlinearity is higher in the UV, saturation, due to
the dephasing between the fundamental and the
XPW wave, occurs at lower input intensity compared
to the saturation intensity for XPW generation in the
visible region.

XPW efficiency being linked to the ��3� anisotropy,
it is strongly dependent on the orientation of the
crystal axes with respect to the input pulse polariza-
tion. Figure 3 shows the measured angular depen-
dance of XPW efficiency at �=310 nm �=620 nm for
input pulse energies 15.5�J and 56�J, respectively. �
is the angle between the input polarization plane and
the crystal axis x. The latter energies correspond to
intensities 465 GW/cm2±10% at 310 nm and
780 GW/cm2±10% at 620 nm, respectively.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Comparison of cross-polarized wave
efficiencies for the two input wavelengths indicated. The
solid lines represent quadratic dependence.

Fig. 3. (Color online) XPW generation efficiency as a func-
tion of the angle � for (a) 620 nm and (b) 310 nm funda-
mental wavelengths. Each of the experimental curves is
normalized to the average value of the maxima. The lines
are theoretical curves for Gauss/Gauss shapes for spatial/
temporal modulation of the fundamental radiation for (a)
F=3.6 and (b) F=5.76. The theoretical model used takes
into account the processes of phase modulation of the inter-
acting waves and depletion of the fundamental wave [6].
The vertical solid lines indicate optimal � position for low

input intensities when F�1.
Both dependencies shown on Figs. 2 and 3 enable
us to estimate the increase in the third-order nonlin-
earity when changing the wavelength from 620 nm to
310 nm.

Let us first note that in the undepleted regime the
XPW efficiency, �, is [6]

� =
IXPW

I0
=

2

�ocn
���/4�	oIo sin�4��L�2, �1�

where I0 is input intensity, 	0=6
�xxxx
�3� /8n�; L is the

crystal length; and � is the anisotropy of ��3�-tensor
�= ��xxxx

�3� −3�xxyy
�3� � /�xxxx

�3� . Therefore, the origin of the
dependence of � on wavelength is twofold. First, it
presents a 1/�2 dependence owing to the dispersion
of 	0. Second, it is sensitive to the dispersion of prod-
uct ���3�.

We are able to measure the dispersion of ����xxxx
�3� ��

and compare it with the existing data for the disper-
sion of �xxxx

�3� . From this comparison, as will be seen
below, we were able to draw conclusions about the
dispersion of � of BaF2.

From measurements presented in Fig. 2 and using
Eq. (1), we obtain that ����xxxx

�3� �� is 1.22 times higher
at 310 nm than at 620 nm. This is confirmed by the �
scan analysis. XPW generation with high efficiency
presents a � dependency that varies with the param-
eter F= �2/�ocn��	oIoL, which can be understood as
the B integral in the crystal [6]. When F�1 the po-
sition of the maxima are at �opt=m�22.5°, where m
is an integer. These positions are marked with verti-
cal solid lines in Fig. 3. For higher values of F the
maxima are shifted from the low intensity positions.
The bigger the F parameter is, the bigger the shift of
�opt. Using F as a fitting parameter theoretical de-
pendencies are plotted on Fig. 3. The corresponding F
fitting parameters for both � experimental curves are
F620=3.6 for 620 nm and F310=5.76 for 310 nm. Us-
ing the ratio F310/F620=1.60 and the ratio
Io,310/Io,620=0.60, we obtain that the product ���xxxx

�3� �
is 1.33 times higher at 310 nm than at 620 nm.

The main source of error in both intensity and beta
dependence measurements is the input intensity
measurement uncertainty. We may then conclude
that the two estimations for the ratio
���xxxx

�3� �310/ ���xxxx
�3� �620 are in accordance with each

other, giving an overall ���xxxx
�3� �310/ ���xxxx

�3� �620
=1.28±10%.

�xxxx
�3� dispersion of BaF2 as a function of wavelength

has been previously investigated by DeSalvo et al.
[10] using a z-scan measurement at 1064, 532, 355,
and 266 nm. By interpolating data in [10] one can es-
timate = ��xxxx

�3� �310/ ��xxxx
�3� �620�1.4. This ratio is com-

parable with the one reported in this Letter. Further-
more, we can also conclude that the dispersion of �,
the anisotropy of ��3�, in the spectral range investi-
gated is small and does not exceed the dispersion of
�xxxx

�3� .
The method of Boling–Glass–Owyoung [11] is fre-
quently used to derive the cubic nonlinearities of ma-
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terials from their optical index. Using the Sellmeier
equation for optical index dispersion with this model,
we can evaluate the dispersion of �xxxx

�3� for BaF2. It is
then described by

�xxxx
�3� ���

�xxxx
�3� ��o�

=
n����n���2 + 2�2�n���2 − 1�2

n��o��n��o�2 + 2�2�n��o�2 − 1�2 . �2�

Applying Eq. (2) to the wavelengths relevant to our
experiment we obtain ��xxxx

�3� �310/ ��xxxx
�3� �620=1.171. This

estimation is also consistent with the measured
value in this work, thereby corroborating the hypoth-
esis that � presents little dispersion with wave-
length.

In conclusion, we demonstrate XPW generation in
the UV region and show that the process is six times
more efficient than in the visible because of the dis-
persion of ��3�. In this work the main goal was to com-
pare XPW generation in the visible and in the UV.
Maximum efficiency was 6%, because of unoptimized
focusing. With recent discovery of a new more effi-
cient holographic cut [12] one can easily achieve effi-
ciencies between 10% to 20% even with one crystal
scheme.

We believe that the results presented here will be
useful for extending the XPW nonlinear filter in the
UV region and for developing new applications such
as pulse characterization and temporal contrast fil-
tering of femtosecond UV pulses. Similar results ob-
tained with LiF crystal at 310 nm show that XPW
can be extended to wavelength as low as 266 nm us-
ing LiF crystals as it presents a cutoff frequency at
100 nm.
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